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BUILD YOUR BRAND | YOUR 101 WEBSITE GUIDE
The future of your business may hinge on your web presence. A professional,
cutting edge, responsive website will ensure you can continue to grow and gain
an edge on your competition.
Join Cornerstone's Jess Larkin and WebTec’s Corey Paff for a walkthrough of
how to get started with a company website and what to expect. A brief Q&A
will follow the presentation.

RESEARCH
Sort through websites and find full sites or features that you would like on your
own website. Everything has been done before, so finding ideas from other
sites isn't stealing, it is encouraged.
You are looking for overall colors, fonts, look and feel, types of websites
(informational, eCommerce, full page image design, custom icons, etc…)
Your web developer should be able to help you through this stage and you
should be on the same page before starting the next stage.

BRANDING
After you are done researching what you like, you will need someone to bring it all
together and make it come to life.
You will want to create a brand guide with a logo, colors, fonts, or something that
shows/tells people who you are as a brand, maybe even a slogan. You need to
finalize this step before starting the design/development phase of building a website.
You want to keep all designs consistent across all marketing to help build your brand
awareness, so spending the time and money on this stage is recommended since this is
what everyone will associate with your company.

SITEMAP
Creating a sitemap (or list of all the pages you will want on your site) is critical
no matter who ends up building your website. It is a good list to have to make
sure everyone is on the same page before starting to lay anything out designwise to assure there isn't a lot of reworks on anyone's end. This will include
pages such as Home, About, Contact, Gallery, Videos, Services, Products, etc...
Think of it as an outline, which will also help you when you are trying to come up
with content for all of the pages for you website.

CONTENT
This is probably the hardest part of building any website but also the most important. You will
need to come up with unique content for each page since most web developers (including
ourselves) do not create the verbiage for you. You know your business better than anyone, so
write it yourself and if needed, hire a copywriter to proof it and edit it if you are worried about
how it might sound.
What we did to make it easier when writing our own content was to use our sitemap as a guide
and we thought of 4 main parts of our company and then thought of 5 sub parts under those
main 4 and wrote 2 or 3 small sentences about each of those 20 ideas which then gave us
plenty of content to build out the site or at least get a good start.
Most websites these days try and avoid being too wordy and rather show more visuals with a
little bit of text. If the customer is interested, they can always contact you for more information
on a topic.

IMAGERY
This leads me to the next big one, imagery. You can always use stock photos (we use
stock.adobe.com) or what is even better is a professional photographer who will come
and shoot custom, unique images of your company and what you do to place on the
website. Images really do make or break a website since they are most of the design
features that you see.
You can also hire a graphic designer to create custom graphics or icons to help set your
site apart as well. If you use boring or blurry images on your site, your site will not
look good. So, spending some time or money on good imagery is worth it.

DESIGN/DEVELOPING
Once the research, branding, the sitemap, the content, and imagery are in hand, we will start the
design process. This is the longest stage since we will be designing and developing the site while the
client sends over the content also while critiquing the site and sending us back updates.
The best way to be prepared for this step is to make sure what you do send over is what you would
call "final content." If you send over half done text and then have the developer use that and then
send over final content later that has more/less or completely different text, then the developer will
have to completely redo the page and structure based on the new updated amount of text. So,
make sure you take the time and think through the sitemap and content steps first.
We typically start with just designing the site's structure, styles, navigation, and homepage and stop
there to go over things with the client before going too far so we don't have to go back and change
out a lot of things if the client wants a different look.

FINALIZING
Once we go back and forth developing the pages, we want to do one last
check over the site to make sure things are setup correctly for SEO, make sure
links are going to the correct places, make sure online forms are sending out
correctly, and make sure 301 redirects and things are in place for when we
take the site live.
It is basically our last look through to make sure all looks good.

GOING LIVE
If all is good to go, then we move to take the site live.
If you host with us, we will go through our take live check list and then push your site to our production server. At
that time, we will find where your domain is hosted or purchase a new one if you do not have one and point that
domain to our live server.
If you do not host with us, you will need to find a hosting company that will take your web files and store them on
their server and point the domain there. Not a lot of large hosting companies do the work for you, but they
simply give you the space so you can upload them yourself and expect you to manage things moving forward.
You can see our hosting plans below to show you what to expect for things you would either hire someone like us
to do for you or what you should do yourself to make sure your site stays secure, backed-up, and up to date on
software to assure you have a much less chance of being hacked in the future.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t4hilxa0xrjl5dl/hosting_plans.pdf?dl=0

MAINTENANCE
Once the site is live, there are a bunch of other things you can do with your site, but the most
important one is maintaining the site as I mentioned above. You want to make sure things stay
updated and you don't just take your site live and never touch it again.
This is the time you want to think about any other marketing such as Google AdWords, Search Engine
Optimization, Social Media Marketing, Email Campaigns, or any other way you want to start getting
people to your website to help grow your analytics.
This would be a whole other conversation for another day, but after your branding and websites are
established, that is the best time to start these marketing conversations. We help companies from
their first initial idea of wanting to build a website all the way through the process and then helping
them host their site and market their site ongoing with honest advice and quick response customer
service.

SUMMARY
Hopefully, this was helpful and not too overwhelming and if anyone has any questions,
feel free to ask them and I will do my best to answer them as honest as possible.
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